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Introduction 

 Indian ethics describes dharma as the natural 
universal laws whose observance enables 
humans to be contented and happy, and to save 
himself from degradation and suffering. Dharma 
is the moral law combined with spiritual 
discipline that guides one's life. Indian  consider 
dharma the very foundation of life. It means "that 
which holds" the people of this world and the 
whole creation. Dharma is the "law of being" 
without which things cannot exist.  



Dharma in Scriptures 

 Dharma refers to the religious ethics as propounded by 
Hindu gurus in ancient Indian scriptures. Tulsidas, author 
of Ramcharitmanas, has defined the root of dharma as 
compassion. This principle was taken up by Lord 
Buddha in his immortal book of great wisdom, 
Dhammapada. The Atharva Veda describes dharma 
symbolically: Prithivim dharmana dhritam, that is, "this 
world is upheld by dharma". In the epic poem 
Mahabharata, the Pandavas represent dharma in life 
and the Kauravas represent adharma.  



What Makes You Dharmic? 

 

 Anything that helps human being to reach god is dharma 
and anything that hinders human being from reaching 
god is adharma. According to the Bhagavat Purana, 
righteous living or life on a dharmic path has four 
aspects: austerity (tap), purity (shauch), compassion 
(daya) and truthfulness (satya); and adharmic or 
unrighteous life has three vices: pride (ahankar), contact 
(sangh), and intoxication (madya). The essence of 
dharma lies in possessing a certain ability, power and 
spiritual strength. The strength of being dharmic also lies 
in the unique combination of spiritual brilliance and 
physical prowess.  



I. Yoga Dharma 

 The Sanskrit word yoga has the literal meaning 

of "yoke", from a root yuj meaning to join, to 

unite, or to attach. As a term for a system of 

abstract meditation or mental abstraction it was 

introduced by Patañjali in the 2nd century BC. 

Someone who practices yoga or follows the 

yoga philosophy with a high level of commitment 

is called a yogi or yogini.  



Ashtanga Yoga 

 Ashtanga Yoga (Patanjali's Ashtanga Yoga - Eight 
limb / step yoga) 

 The basis of ashtanga yoga is the Yoga sutras (Sanskrit 
Verses) of Patanjali. We will consider the different 
aspects of yoga while remaining under the guiding 
principles of Patanjali's Yoga (Ashtanga Yoga). The 
Asana, Pranayama, Dharana, Dhyan & Samadhi or the 
Yama and Niyama are systematically described by 
Patanjali in his Sanskrit Sutras (verses). 
 

 1. Yama (Principles) 2. Niyama (Personal Disciplines) 3. 
Asana (Yoga Positions or Yogic Postures) 4. Pranayama 
(Yogic Breathing) 5. Pratyahara (Withdrawal of Senses) 
6. Dharana (Concentration on Object) 7. Dhyan 
(Meditation) 8. Samadhi (Salvation)  



Hatha Yoga 

 The term Hatha Yoga has been commonly used to describe the practice of 
asana (postures). The syllable 'ha' denotes the pranic (vital) force governing 
the physical body and 'tha' denotes the chitta (mental) force thus making 
Hatha Yoga a catalyst to an awakening of the two energies that govern our 
lives. More correctly the techniques described in Hatha Yoga harmonise 
and purify the body systems and focus the mind in preparation for more 
advanced chakra and kundalini practices. 

 
The Hatha Yoga system includes asana along with the six shatkarmas 
(physical and mental detox techniques), mudras and bandhas (psycho-
physiological energy release techniques) and Pranayama (pranic 
awakening practices). Fine tuning of the human personality at increasingly 
subtle levels leads to higher states of awareness and meditation. 
 

 1. Yogasana (Yoga positions) 2. Six shatkarmas (physical and mental detox 
techniques) 3. Mudras and Bandhas (psycho-physiological energy release 
techniques) 4. Pranayama (Pranic awakening practices)  



Mantra and Karma Yoga 

 Mantra Yoga has its origin in Vedic Sciences and also in Tantra, in 
fact all the verses in Vedas are called mantras, it is said that any 
person who can chant or sing Vedas can achieve the ultimate 
salvation or union with supreme consciousness only by chanting the 
mantras, which is the aim Mantra Yoga  

 Karma Yoga is a path of devotion to the work. One looses his 
identity while working, only selfless work remains. This state is very 
difficult to achieve. Generally some rewards or incentives or 
outcome follows the work and one is attached to this reward or 
incentive. This is not the Karma Yoga. Non-attachment with the work 
and becoming the perfect instrument of the super consciousness in 
this manifested universe is the ultimate aim of Karma Yoga.  



Jnana and Bhakti Yoga 

 Jnana Yoga is the process of converting intellectual knowledge into 
practical wisdom. It is a discovery of human dharma in relation to 
nature and the universe. Jnana Yoga is described by tradition as a 
means to obtain the highest meditative state and inner knowledge. 
Jnana literally means 'knowledge', but in the context of yoga it 
means the process of meditative awareness which leads to 
illuminative wisdom. It is not a method by which we try to find 
rational answers to eternal questions, rather it is a part of meditation 
leading to self-enquiry and self-realisation.  

 Bhakti Yoga is a Yoga of devotion or complete faith. This faith is 
generally in the God or supreme consciousness in any of the forms. 
It may be Lord Rama, Krishna, Christ, Mohammed, Buddha etc. It 
may be a Guru for his disciples.  

 

 



Kundalini Yoga, Kriaya Yoga 

 Kundalini Yoga (From the Tantras) This system of Yoga is 
concerned with awakening of the psychic centers or chakras, which 
exists in every individual. (Please refer to the figure) There are six 
main chakras in the human beings.  

 

 Kriya Yoga: The word kriya means 'activity' or 'movement' and refers 
to the activity or movement of consciousness. Kriya also refers to a 
type of practical or preliminary practice leading to total union, the 
final result of practice. Kriya Yoga does not curb mental fluctuations 
but purposely creates activity and awakening in consciousness. In 
this way all faculties are harmonised and flower into their fullest 
potential.  



Raja Yoga 

 Raja Yoga usually refers to the system of yoga that is described in 
the Yoga Sutras of Sage Patanjali. In this ancient text Sage Patanjali 
describes eight stages of yoga which are known collectively as Raja 

Yoga. 
 

Raja Yoga is a comprehensive yoga system which deals with the 
refinement of human behaviour and personality through the practice 
of the yamas (restraint) and niyamas (disciplines); attainment of 
physical health and vitality through asanas (postures) and 
pranayamas (pranic breathing techniques); management of mental 
and emotional conflicts and development of awareness and 
concentration through pratyahara (sensory withdrawal) and dharana 
(concentration); and developing the creative aspect of 
consciousness for transcendental awareness through dhyana 
(meditation) and samadhi (absorption in the universal identity).  

 

 



Swara Yoga 

 Swara is Sanskrit word, meaning sound or note. It is also 
a continuous flow of air through one nostril. Yoga means 
union, so Swara yoga is a science which is realization of 
cosmic consciousness through control and manipulation 
of breath. 

 
Swara Yoga is science which is a complete study, 
observations, control and manipulation of breath or 
Swara. Pranayama is only related to control of breath in 
various ways. In swara yoga, you will find association of 
breath in relation to activities of sun, moon, various 
seasons, physical and mental conditions of individuals 
etc. So Swara Yoga is more comprehensive in theory 
and practices related to breath.  

 

 



II.Sanatan Dharma 

 That means “Dharma.” Dharma is very profound 
meaning. It means one’s own duties in individual sense, 
and globally it means the universal law by which we all 
are bound together. It is that we all should follow for us 
all, although it may be different for each of us. It is that 
which all the things in the universe follow – their course. 
The word Sanatan means ‘Eternal’. Sanatan Dharma 
thus means all that one should do from eternity to 
eternity! Religion is a very short word to describe this, 
although you may find Dharma defined as Religion in 
dictionary.  Here we are considering it Mahrishi Manu’s 
interpretation  



Dharma in Manusmriti 

Manusmriti written by the ancient sage Manu, prescribes 
10 essential rules for the observance of dharma:  

 Patience (dhriti),  

 forgiveness (kshama),  

 piety or self control (dama),  

 honesty (asteya),  

 sanctity (shauch),  

 control of senses (indraiya-nigrah),  

 reason (dhi),  

 knowledge or learning (vidya),  

 truthfulness (satya)  

 absence of anger (krodha).  



Manu says 

 Manu further writes, "Non-violence, truth, 

non-coveting, purity of body and mind, 

control of senses are the essence of 

dharma". Therefore dharmic laws govern 

not only the individual but all in society.  

 



Conclusion 

 Here we studied the conception of Yoga and Sanatan 

Dharma. It is very vide conception and we just took a 

look of it. These are most important part of Indian 

intellectual and spiritual tradition.  
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